
HIGHLIGHTS
 20 June - 3 July 

ART PROJECT

De Fluistertuin  
(The Whispering Garden)

 Daily 

De Fluistertuin (The Whispering Garden) 
is an oasis in which the city noise is 
supplanted by the sounds of the trees, 
which tell about De Potmarge. This 
hidden spot mirrors Bosk’s walking forest. 
The Whispering Garden can be explored 
on foot and from the water. Take it easy 
and experience it for yourself!

stadstuinpotmarge.frl

CULTURAL

Free Heri Heri

 Friday 1 July 

As part of Keti Koti, we are celebrating and 
commemorating the abolition of slavery 
in the Netherlands. We are doing this 
with a day full of music, dance and food 
in the city theatre De Harmonie. Get your 
complimentary share of Heri Heri and start 
the conversation, walk with A Guide to 
Leeuwarden or just enjoy the atmosphere!

harmonie.nl

CLASSICAL MUSIC

CityProms Festival

 22 - 26 June 

Leeuwarden’s classical music festival 
is back in town! And with everything 
from modern classical to jazz, soul and 
HaFaBra. For more than ten years, City 
Proms Festival has been making a name 
for itself as the ‘party of many flavours’. 
The festival, which is free of charge, has 
stages throughout the city (both indoor 
and outdoor locations), with a main stage 
on Wilhelminaplein. Check the schedule!

cityproms.nl

EXHIBITION

Schatten uit Doggerland 
(Treasures from Doggerland)

 Tuesday - Sunday 

At the family exhibition Schatten uit 
Doggerland (Treasures from Doggerland), 
you make an unprecedented time travel of 
a million years. This journey, appropriate 
for the young as well as the old,  takes you 
to a prehistoric world at the bottom of the 
North Sea which has long disappeared. 
Learn all about the inhabitants and 
animals of this special country. 

natuurmuseumfryslan.nl

ARCHITECTURE

Beklim de Oldehove  
(Climb the Oldehove)

 Tuesday - Sunday 

Climbing to the top of the iconic 
Oldehove is a must during your visit to 
Leeuwarden. One hundred and eighty-
three steps lead you diagonally up to the 
top of the Pride of Leeuwarden, where a 
beautiful view over the city awaits you. 
See for yourself!

oldehove.eu

TOUR

City Train Leeuwarden

 Saturday - Thursday 

Tired from all that walking? Is ‘buienradar’ 
(the rain prediction website) proving to 
be a disappointment? Then discover 
Leeuwarden from a little train! City Train 
Leeuwarden tours through the historic 
city centre. You’ll see the famous leaning 
Oldehove and ride along the beautiful 
canals, interspersed with many national 
monuments. 

citytrainleeuwarden.nl

EXHIBITION

Onderwatervermoeden

 Friday - Saturday

De Utrecht is temporarily being 
dominated by abstract, recognizable, 
large and small, raw and at the same 
time vulnerable sculptures by Maartje 
Korstanje. The images do not make room 
nice weather talk, but instead offer room 
for musings and at the same time expose 
something urgent.

deutrecht.frl
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